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Advancing to higher levels of ritual magic with purpose and power requires an exaltation of

consciousness-a spiritual transformation that can serve as an antitode to the seeming banality of

modern life. Based on Kabbalistic techniques, the teachings of the Hermetic Order of the Golden

Dawn, and an Hermetic tradition spanning nearly two thousand years, this innovative new work

introduces the history of the Golden Dawn and its mythology, the Tree of Life, Deities, demons,

rules for practicing magic, and components of effective ritual. A comprehensive course of

self-initiation using Israel Regardie's seminal Golden Dawn as a key reference point, Kabbalah,

Magic and the Great Work of Self-Transformation guides you through the levels of the Golden Dawn

system of ritual magic. Each grade in this system corresponds with a sphere in the Kabbalistic Tree

of Life and includes daily rituals, required reading, written assignments, projects, and additional

exercises. Knowledgeable and true to tradition, author Lyam Thomas Christopher presents a

well-grounded and modern step-by-step program toward spiritual attainment, providing a lucid

gateway toward a more awakened state. Finalist for the Coalition of Visionary Resources Award for

Best Magick/Shamanism Book
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In his very first published book, Lyam Thomas Christopher provides a comprehensive system of

self-transformation based on the Golden Dawn system which uses the Kabalistic Tree of Life as a

model for spiritual awakening. The book provides a complete study and training course into Western



Magic and Mysticism which, if followed properly, can lead to an enlightened state of awareness of

ones existence where happiness can be derived not from material gain or social status but from the

knowledge and conversation with ones Higher Self.The very first chapter of this book provides a

very good argument for the need for self-transformation and the search for spiritual enlightenment.

The author shows that even with our advanced technologies, scientific advancement, longer

life-span, and modern comforts there is much more suffering and misery in our world and we are

even more confused about our purpose and place within the Universe. The author proposes that the

reason for this unhappiness is that we have built our world around the survivalist mentality where

men and women buy prosperity. We have shunned away our spiritual birthright where imagination

flourishes where we can, as mortal men, can achieve realization of our immortality in exchange for

the material comforts of the modern world which are all too often fleeting and temporary.The author

puts a lot of emphasis on the importance of developing a new kind of existence that rises above the

survivalist mindset bent on the prestige and comfort of gaining status in our miserable and confused

society. The recommended practical work provided in this book allows the student to learn and

become consciously aware about the inner workings of the human psyche.

When I first opened the book I thought "Well here goes another run of the mill GD Book". I looked

through the book and read what is never found in many Golden Dawn Books, a solid practical study

and practice plan on how work directly with the Golden Dawn current.Too many books like the

Cicero book on Self Initiation is hardly practical and doesn't show how to work with GD rituals and

hook up from a personal basis with that energy. This book provides a step by step plan on how to

work with pentagram and hexagram rituals in their many elemental and planetary varients and

embody those energies in the practioner. It also gives a different Middle Pillar exercise at the end of

every Grade to build a tree of life in the magician's aura therefore rendering the magician an

embodiement of the tree of life and activating those forces within.By no means is the GD Current

just elemental and planetary forces in an GD initiation. Many other forces are at play in the current.

But all to often the individual magician without a lodge has no recourse to self practical work without

a lodge this book provides that basis. In my opinion this book is a powerful addition to "Modern

Magick" by Donald Kraig.Now this is the reason I give this book 2 stars.The problems I have with

this book is that when I purchase a book I want it to be about the occult and its study and practice.

When I purchase a book on the occult it better be on the occult. If I wanted social commentaries I

will spend a couple of dollars and buy the New York Times.
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